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Abstract 
The creation of a speech to text system for any language is an onerous task. This is especially 

the case if not much has been done in the area of speech processing for that language previously. 
The lack of or little availability of previous work means that there are few resources on which one 
can build upon. 

A speech to text system can be considered to consist of four main components. These are the 
front end, the emission model, lexicon and finally, a component that combines these three to 
perform transcription from acoustic signal to text. 

In this paper we will describe the implementation of a Kiswahili lexicon, emission model,  and 
the training for these components. We also describe the implementation of the Viterbi algorithm 
that we chose to use for our transcription. We will also describe any limitations of our approach 
and give suggestions for improvement. 

Introduction 
Dictation can be described as the transcription of extended monologue by a single speaker. 

Dictation systems fall within the realm of large vocabulary continuous speech recognition systems 
(LVCSR), which means they have a vocabulary of over 5000 words (Jurafsky and Martin, 
2000).There are several speech dictation systems now available in the market. Some of these 
systems can provide transcription rates of as much as 160 words per minute, word accuracy about 
99 % and vocabularies of up to 250,000 words (http://www.dragontalk.com/NATURAL.htm) 

Two of the most commonly used Dictation systems in the market are and IBM’s ViaVoice Pro 
USB edition with 98.4% word accuracy and Dragon Naturally speaking V 8.0 with 98.6% word 
accuracy, (http://www.dyslexic.com ). 

These commercial systems are limited in the languages that they support. For instance 
ViaVoice Pro supports German, Italian, Japanese, UK English and US English 
(http://www.nuance.com/viavoice/international/). 

There is little evidence of existence of dictation software for Kiswahili. Our aim therefore is 
to take pioneering steps towards the development of a robust and accurate dictation system for 
Kiswahili. 

In this paper, we describe three main components of a simple dictation system we built to 
transcribe Kiswahili speech to text.  The system recognizes speech only by a single speaker but it 

  



is our intention to expand it further to recognize speech by any speaker. The system is sentence 
based, which means that the input to the system will be an acoustic signal representing a single 
sentence. The system is sentence based which means that the input to the system will be an 
acoustic signal representing a single sentence. We are going to describe how we went about 
implementing the different components of the system. We also give some of the results obtained 
and finally give some suggestions on how the system can be improved. 

Components of a Speech to Text System 

To build a speech to text system, one has to build four main components. These are the: 
1. Front end 

The main function of the front end is to pre-process the speech signal and extract speech 
features from the each segment of the acoustic signal. These features are the input to the emission 
model. For the input features, we use Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (ETSI, 2003).  
2. Emission Model 

The purpose of this component is to find the correspondence between the input speech 
features and a given phone. It seeks to find out the probability that a given segment (represented 
by the speech features) represents a given phone  
3. Lexicon 

The lexicon contains all the words in the language. Any sentence that is produced will be 
formed using some words in the lexicon in a given sequence 
4. The transcriber 

The component puts all the other components together to produce the final sentence. 
We are going to describe how we built the emission model, the lexicon and the transcriber. 

We will describe the challenges we faced and how we went about overcoming them. For each 
component, we will state its shortcomings and how they can be overcome to improve its 
performance. 

Emission Model 
Our emission model should produce the probability P(o|vi) – Eq1   which is the probability of 

observation o given input vi. o is a vector of mel-frequency cepestral coefficients (MFCC) 
features for a given segment of the acoustic signal and vi is one of the phones in the language. The 
emission model generates this probability for each phone vi i=1…N where N is the number of 
phones in the language. For Kiswahili, N=31 (Mohammed, 2001). For our emission model we have 
added 3 more symbols to use as phones in our language. These are si for silence, x a sound not 
found in Kiswahili but which is necessary for the transcription of foreign words in the language. 
And gh which occurs in our training data. Thus our N=34.  

We use multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural network to create the emission model. A MLP is 
trained using the back-propagation algorithm. We use examples of spoken sentences as training 
data. Each example consists of: 

  



1. A wave file representing the acoustic signal generated when a given sentence is spoken 
2. A text file labeled with the correct transcription (phonetic symbols) for each time segment of 
the acoustic signal. 

We have to process this data to a format that can be used to train the neural network. For each 
segment of the wave file, we generate the MFCC features. This is the input to the neural network. 
We also generate the probability for each phone given the segment. Since we know the correct 
phone for the segment for the labels file, we give this phone the highest probability. In our case, 
we give the phone used to label the segment a probability of 0.8 and all the other phones share a 
probability of 0.2 i.e. 0.2/33 for each phone. This is the expected output of the neural network. 
Each example in our training data contains several hundreds of segments. So we generate the 
inputs and expected output for each segment in each file for all the files. This is the training data 
for our neural network. 

We use this data to train the neural network. After training, our neural network should be able to 
generate the correct probability for phones, given a vector of speech features for a previously unseen 
segment if it has learnt to generalize correctly. The phone with the highest probability will be assumed to be 
the correct label for that segment. 

The probability generated by the neural network is P(vi|o)  –  Eq2  i.e. probability of phone vi 
given input o. The probability we require is  P(o|vi). This can be obtained using Bayes theorem. 
The formula for obtaining the required probability is given below. 
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We thus need  P(vi|o)  and P(vi). P(vi|o)  is the probability generated by the neural network. P(vi) 
is obtained by dividing the number of occurrences of phone vi in the training data by the total 
number of phones in the training data (Holmes, 2001). 

Lexicon 
The lexicon contains the words that the transcribed words will be made of. These words are 

obtained from a corpus. Our lexicon needs to represent the following parameters: 
1. The words in the language in their transcribed format 
2. The bigram probabilities between the words 
3. The probability of each word starting a sentence 

Representing the words 
Kiswahili is made up of 31 phonemes and each of these phonemes corresponds directly to a 

written form. For instance the sound  /ʃ/ always corresponds to the orthographic form sh as in 

  



the word shule  (school). The sound /ʧ/ always corresponds to the written form ch as in the word 
chatu  (python). It’s for this reason that Kiswahili phonemes can be represented by their 
orthographic form rather than use a phonetic alphabet. Using this format, the orthographic form of 
a word can be assumed to be its phonetically transcribed format. The word shule for instance 
consists of four phonemes i.e. /sh/, /u/, /l/ and /e/.   

Using this representation, each phone can be represented by a number from 0 to 30.  Thus in 
our lexicon, each word is represented by the sequence of numbers representing the phones that 
make up the phonemes of the word. To get the word in orthographic form, we just get the 
orthographic form represented by each number and combine all the forms. 

This representation saves space because the actual words don’t have to be represented. It also 
helps in that numbers are easier to work with for instance in comparison than strings. 

In addition to the sequence of words representing the phonemes of the word, we also have a 
unique number for each word. This is achieved by ordering the words we have alphabetically in 
ascending order then giving each number a unique id starting from zero.  This is important in 
particular when we form bigram probability connections between the words. We just need to say 
the a word with id i is connected to a word with a id j by a bigram probability p.  

Bigram Probabilities Representation 
As stated above, we need to represent the bigram probabilities between the words as obtained 

from a corpus then smoothed. Ideally, if the corpus doesn’t suffer from sparseness, each wordi in 
the corpus should be connected by a bigram probability bij  to every other wordj in the corpus. But 
sparseness is a problem that besets every corpus and it’s dealt with using smoothing techniques.  
Given a word wordi and every other word wordj in the corpus with which it occurs in the sequence 
wordi  wordj in the corpus i.e. wordj after  wordi, then we have a bigram probability between the 
words that we have to represent in our lexicon. This is achieved by having two arrays in the 
representation of wordi. The first array contains the ids of the words that wordi has a bigram 
probability with. The second array contains the actual bigram probability between wordi and 
wordj in the same position as the id of wordj in the first array. This is elaborated using the figure 
below. 

  



 
j1 j2 j3 … jn 

   
bij1 bij2 bij3 … bijn 

 
Figure 1: Representation of bigram probabilities between word with id i and words with ids  j1, j2, 
…,jn. 

We will also need a default probability between word with id i and any other word with id k 
with which it doesn’t occur in sequence with. This is a single value  for all these words 
represented by a variable of type double.  

The probability of each word starting a sentence 
This again is a simple value obtained from the corpus. By getting the number of times a word 

starts a sentence in the corpus and dividing by the number of sentences. Some words don’t start 
any sentence in the corpus. Smoothing techniques are used to give these words a small probability 
of starting a sentence.  

Lexicon Word Entry 
The entry of each word in the lexicon is thus an object made of five components 

1. An integer representing the id of the word 
2. An array of short integers representing the phones making up the word 
3. A variable of type double representing the probability of the word starting a sentence 
4. Two arrays of the form shown in figure 1 showing the bigram probabilities between the 
word and other words with which it occurs in sequence with in the corpus. 
5. A variable of type double representing the probability of the word forming a bigram (in 
which it is the first word) with any other word with which it doesn’t occur in sequence with in the 
corpus. 

 
The lexicon is thus an array of the objects described above ordered by the word ids. 

The Recognizer 
The recognizer is the component that uses all the other components and the probabilities they 

provide to come up with the sequence of words making up a sentence. We implemented the 
recognizing function using the Viterbi algorithm. Details of the viterbi algorithm can be found in 
Holmes (2001) and Jurafsky and Martin (2000). Here a summary of our actual implementation is 
given.  

Each word in the lexicon contains a number of phones (say Nw). Each of these phones 
corresponds to a state identified by the word id and the position of the phone in the word. The 
Viterbi algorithm starts by creating a matrix where the number of rows is equal to the total 

  



number of states (phones) for all the words in the lexicon and the number of columns is equal to 
the total number of inputs (analogous to number of segments) in the audio signal. Since we need 
to cater for the non-emitting initial state and final state (since they are not produced by any inputs) 
the number of columns can be increased by two. We can refer to the total number of states as N 
and the total number of columns as M. in our implementation, we just have two columns. We also 
make the assumption that each word will start from the first phone rather than from any of its 
phones. Remember that due to deletions, its possible for the first phone of a word not to be 
uttered. This possibility is ignored. 

The two columns are represented as arrays of states. Each state is an object referred to as  
viterbi node, each viterbi node contains a probability which is the likely hood that we are in that 
state given that we are in the mth input. 

Each state also has an array of states (a path) we have passed through to get to that state.  
Initially (when we haven’t seen any input) Each state (in column 1) corresponding to the first 

phone of a word is given a probability which is equal to the probability of the word starting a 
sentence obtained from the lexicon. This is the probability that the sentence we will get starts with 
that word.      

Note that column 1 and column 2 contain identical states although the probabilities for column 
2 are set to zero. 

When we get the first input, we need to move to column 2. We use the procedure below to 
move to column 2: 

For each input k in the vectors of inputs 
For each state i in column 1 whose probability is not zero: 
 For each state j in column 2 

Get the probability that the current input was produced by the phone 
corresponding to this state (j) (use the emission model) 

Get the transition probability from state i (in column 1) to state j (in 
column 2) 

Get the probability in state i (in column 1) 
Multiply the three probabilities to get the new probability 
if this new probability is greater than the current probability in node j 

(in column 2), then this probability becomes the current probability of 
node j. We also indicate that the current probability was obtained by a 
transition from node i. 

  //end for each state j 
 //end for each state i 

For each state j in column 2 
update the path of the states we have passed through to get to this state by 

adding the node i  from column 1 which we got our current probability from.  

  



Interchange the columns, column 1 becomes column 2 and column 2 becomes column 
1.  Set the probabilities of column 2 to zero 

//end for each input k  
 
// this part is executed after the for each k loop. We have gone through all the inputs.  

 Get the node in column 2 with the highest probability. (this is the highest 
probability path) 

 Get the path in this node of the nodes we passed through. (Since each entry in the 
path corresponds to a phone and a word id, we get the sequence of word ids. This gives us the 
list of words we passed through. This is our recognized sentence.) 
 
The transitions that any state can have are described below 
i. Transition to itself (loop back) 
ii. A transition to a state coming after it in the word 

iii. If the state is a at the end of a word, then it can transit either to itself or to the first 
state in another word 

 
Limiting the number of transitions reduces the computation time. 
The first and the second probabilities are obtained by counting the number of times a phone 

follows itself in the labeled speech files (c1)and the number of times it is followed by other 
phones (c2) 

c1/ c1+ c2 gives the first probability 
c2/ c1+ c2 gives the second probability 
The transition probability from the last phone to the first phone in another word is the bigram 

probability between the words 
 

 

  



Results and Discussion 
Table 1: Examples of transcribed sentences 

Correct Sentence Transcribed Sentence 

Eee bwana weee si unafahamu tena mambo ya 
presha 

ebu wao tei tu si unafahamu tena 
mambo ya presha 

Yeye ni kati ya waliofukuzwa alidai kuwa 
amepania kukata rufaa mbele ya kamati ya shule 
hiyo 

vile ni kati ya waliofukuzwa alidai 
kuwa amepania kukata rufaa mbele li 
kamati lilo 

kwa madai kwamba alikamatwa akiingia kwenye 
bweni la wanawake Usiku baada ya kuzidiwa na 
kilevi 

kwa madai kwamba alikamatwa 
akiingia kwenye bweni la wanawake 
usiku baada ya kuzidiwa na kile 

Baada ya kudaiwa kuhusika na kifo hicho mzee 
huyo alibanwa na waganga watatu wa jadi 

baba kwa leo kuhusika na kifo hicho 
mzee huyo uliokita alibanwa na 
waganga watatu wa bali 

Misi huyo aliyekuwa mrembo wa kwanza 
kuiwakilisha Tanzania 

Misi huyo aliyekuwa mrembo wa 
kwanza kuiwakilisha Tanzania 

Kona ya mahaba Endelea kupata raha ya huba 
sehemu hii 

kona ambao ni kati ya kukata kubwa 
zile ambao ni 

Haya katika twisheni yetu inayoendelea leo kamwe ya katika twisheni tu bali maoni 
ya lilo kona 

kwa juu kidogo kisha tembea nayo kwenda 
mashariki na magharibi 

kwa juu kidogo kisha tembea nayo 
kwenda mashariki na magharibi kwa 

Si kuna upenyo mkubwa pale ndugu yangu hebu 
inase ile sehemu ya nyuma ya kisigino 

tu siku na roba upenyo mkubwa tu bali 
bilashi tei mambo binafsi si miongoni 
mwa kisigino 

Kidole chako kikubwa cha mguuni na kile 
kinachofuata 

kidale tei chako kikubwa cha mguuni na 
kile kinachofuata 

 

  



 
Figure 2: The variation of the validation error with the number of training examples.  Each 
example is in the form of a labeled speech file 

Figure 2 shows that the validation error for the emission model goes down as the number of 
training examples increases. The emission model uses a Multi Layer Perceptron learning 
component. The general sloping of the graph to the right is an indication that improvement in 
performance of the application can be obtained by increasing the number of labeled speech files 
used to train the emission model. 

 

 
Figure 3: Variation of word error rate with the number of training examples. 

  



Figure 3 shows that the word error rate goes down as the number of training examples. Thus 
we need to acquire more training data in the form of labeled speech files 

 
 

Figure 4: Variation of word error rate with the validation error. 
 
Figure 4 shows a general downward trend in the word error rate with a reduction in the 

validation error. The smaller error rates can be obtained by using more training examples. More 
results need to be obtained to find if the trend should continue with lower validation error or the 
graph will take on a general rising trend at some point. The rugged nature of the curve can be 
corrected by use of averages. 

Achievements 
1. Creation of a system that successfully transcribes Kiswahili sentences to text for a single 
speaker. The best word error rate obtained is 43%. 
2. Creation of a lexicon of about 800 words for the Kiswahili ASR system. These are the 
only words that can appear in sentences produced by the Kiswahili Dictation system. The method 
used to construct this lexicon can be reused for construction of bigger lexicons both for Kiswahili 
and for other languages. http://www.dragontalk.com/NATURAL.htm reports that dragon naturally 
speaking has a vocabulary of about 250,000 words. 
3. Creation of a speech processing front end that analysis an audio signal to produce mel-
frequency spectral coefficients (MFCC). The class for perfoming MFCC analysis takes one 
speech segment at a time and produces the corresponding speech features in an array. Thus this 
class can be used for other speech processing applications e.g. speaker identification 
4. Creation of a class to calculate both the levenshtein distance between strings and the word 
error rate. 

  



Limitations 

1. High word error rate 43%. Though most of the sentences produced are intelligible, and 
some contain no errors at all, some contain too many errors thus driving the word error rate high, 
thus more work needs to be done to reduce the word error rate 
2. Low speed. The transcription speed is quite low. This is the reason the vocabulary 
(number of words in the lexicon had to be kept low). Faster transcription methods need to be used 
to improve the speed to acceptable rates. A useful transcription system should be able to 
transcribe at a higher speed than the average user can type. 
3. Small vocabulary. The vocabulary had to be kept small due to the slow transcription 
speed. The structure of the lexicon allows the vocabulary to grow to any size. 
4. Slow training rate 
The training speed for the emission model neural network is too slow. This may call for either a 
change in the learning element  
5. Number of speakers 
The system was trained to recognize only the voice of one speaker. There is need to train the 
system with data obtained from many speakers so that it can perform well when tested with 
speech from any Kiswahili speaker. 

Conclusion 
The main objective of building a simple Kiswahili dictation system was accomplished. In the 

process, a lot of the techniques for building ASR systems were learnt.  It is our aim to keep 
working on this in order to overcome its major shortcomings. In addition, we expect that the 
components we produce will make it easier for us to develop ASR applications for other African 
languages. 

Further Work  
1. Creation of a labeled speech corpus for Kiswahili 

Standard speech corpuses are important in ASR research because they can be used for 
training and testing of the system. It then becomes possible to compare results from different 
systems using the same data set (Gold and Morgan, 2004). It would thus be useful to create a 
relatively large labeled speech corpus containing speech data from different speakers that can 
serve this role for Kiswahili. An example of a standard corpus for English is TIMIT. It contains 
data obtained by recording 630 speakers with each speaker  recorded for 10 sentences one of 
which is spoken twice. 
2. Use of biphones and|or triphones 

The basic speech unit in this system is the phone. The disadvantage of using of using phones 
is that they fail to model co-articulation effects. To overcome this, either biphones or triphones 
can be used. In the  case of biphones, the speech units are obtained by getting all the possible 

  



permutations of phones in the language taking two at a time. For Kiswahili (with 31 phones), this 
would be about 961 units. 

The large number of units can be reduced by taking into consideration the fact that some 
combinations don’t occur in the language. 

For triphones, all the possible permutations of the phones in the language taking three at a 
time is used. 
3. Use of faster transcription algorithm 

For this system, the Viterbi algorithm is used for transcription. Another algorithm that can be 
used is the A* (A star) algorithm. Since this is a best first search algorithm, it should give a faster 
transcription speed. 
4. Increase the size of the vocabulary 

The size of the vocabulary can be made larger once the speed of transcription is improved. 
5. Comparison of performance of different learning elements 

Other types of learning elements e.g. support vector machines can be used and their 
performance compared with the performance of a neural network based learning element. 
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	The probability of each word starting a sentence


	This again is a simple value obtained from the co
	
	Lexicon Word Entry


	The entry of each word in the lexicon is thus an object made of five components
	An integer representing the id of the word
	An array of short integers representing the phones making up the word
	A variable of type double representing the probability of the word starting a sentence
	Two arrays of the form shown in figure 1 showing the bigram probabilities between the word and other words with which it occurs in sequence with in the corpus.
	A variable of type double representing the probab
	The lexicon is thus an array of the objects described above ordered by the word ids.
	The Recognizer

	The recognizer is the component that uses all the other components and the probabilities they provide to come up with the sequence of words making up a sentence. We implemented the recognizing function using the Viterbi algorithm. Details of the viterbi
	Each word in the lexicon contains a number of phones (say Nw). Each of these phones corresponds to a state identified by the word id and the position of the phone in the word. The Viterbi algorithm starts by creating a matrix where the number of rows i
	The two columns are represented as arrays of states. Each state is an object referred to as  viterbi node, each viterbi node contains a probability which is the likely hood that we are in that state given that we are in the mth input.
	Each state also has an array of states (a path) we have passed through to get to that state.
	Initially \(when we haven’t seen any input\) E�
	Note that column 1 and column 2 contain identical states although the probabilities for column 2 are set to zero.
	When we get the first input, we need to move to c
	For each input k in the vectors of inputs
	For each state i in column 1 whose probability is not zero:
	For each state j in column 2
	Get the probability that the current input was produced by the phone corresponding to this state (j) (use the emission model)
	Get the transition probability from state i (in column 1) to state j (in column 2)
	Get the probability in state i (in column 1)
	Multiply the three probabilities to get the new probability
	if this new probability is greater than the current probability in node j (in column 2), then this probability becomes the current probability of node j. We also indicate that the current probability was obtained by a transition from node i.
	//end for each state j
	//end for each state i
	For each state j in column 2
	update the path of the states we have passed through to get to this state by adding the node i  from column 1 which we got our current probability from.
	Interchange the columns, column 1 becomes column 2 and column 2 becomes column 1.  Set the probabilities of column 2 to zero
	//end for each input k
	// this part is executed after the for each k loop. We have gone through all the inputs.
	Get the node in column 2 with the highest probability. (this is the highest probability path)
	Get the path in this node of the nodes we passed through. (Since each entry in the path corresponds to a phone and a word id, we get the sequence of word ids. This gives us the list of words we passed through. This is our recognized sentence.)
	The transitions that any state can have are described below
	i.Transition to itself (loop back)
	ii.A transition to a state coming after it in the word
	iii.If the state is a at the end of a word, then it can transit either to itself or to the first state in another word
	Limiting the number of transitions reduces the computation time.
	The first and the second probabilities are obtained by counting the number of times a phone follows itself in the labeled speech files (c1)and the number of times it is followed by other phones (c2)
	c1/ c1+ c2 gives the first probability
	c2/ c1+ c2 gives the second probability
	The transition probability from the last phone to the first phone in another word is the bigram probability between the words
	Results and Discussion

	Table 1: Examples of transcribed sentences
	Correct Sentence
	Transcribed Sentence
	Eee bwana weee si unafahamu tena mambo ya presha
	ebu wao tei tu si unafahamu tena mambo ya presha
	Yeye ni kati ya waliofukuzwa alidai kuwa amepania kukata rufaa mbele ya kamati ya shule hiyo
	vile ni kati ya waliofukuzwa alidai kuwa amepania kukata rufaa mbele li kamati lilo
	kwa madai kwamba alikamatwa akiingia kwenye bweni la wanawake Usiku baada ya kuzidiwa na kilevi
	kwa madai kwamba alikamatwa akiingia kwenye bweni la wanawake usiku baada ya kuzidiwa na kile
	Baada ya kudaiwa kuhusika na kifo hicho mzee huyo alibanwa na waganga watatu wa jadi
	baba kwa leo kuhusika na kifo hicho mzee huyo uliokita alibanwa na waganga watatu wa bali
	Misi huyo aliyekuwa mrembo wa kwanza kuiwakilisha Tanzania
	Misi huyo aliyekuwa mrembo wa kwanza kuiwakilisha Tanzania
	Kona ya mahaba Endelea kupata raha ya huba sehemu hii
	kona ambao ni kati ya kukata kubwa zile ambao ni
	Haya katika twisheni yetu inayoendelea leo
	kamwe ya katika twisheni tu bali maoni ya lilo kona
	kwa juu kidogo kisha tembea nayo kwenda mashariki na magharibi
	kwa juu kidogo kisha tembea nayo kwenda mashariki na magharibi kwa
	Si kuna upenyo mkubwa pale ndugu yangu hebu inase ile sehemu ya nyuma ya kisigino
	tu siku na roba upenyo mkubwa tu bali bilashi tei mambo binafsi si miongoni mwa kisigino
	Kidole chako kikubwa cha mguuni na kile kinachofuata
	kidale tei chako kikubwa cha mguuni na kile kinachofuata
	�
	
	
	
	
	Figure 2: The variation of the validation error with the number of training examples.  Each example is in the form of a labeled speech file






	Figure 2 shows that the validation error for the emission model goes down as the number of training examples increases. The emission model uses a Multi Layer Perceptron learning component. The general sloping of the graph to the right is an indication th
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	Figure 3: Variation of word error rate with the number of training examples.






	Figure 3 shows that the word error rate goes down as the number of training examples. Thus we need to acquire more training data in the form of labeled speech files
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	Figure 4: Variation of word error rate with the validation error.






	Figure 4 shows a general downward trend in the word error rate with a reduction in the validation error. The smaller error rates can be obtained by using more training examples. More results need to be obtained to find if the trend should continue with l
	Achievements

	Creation of a system that successfully transcribes Kiswahili sentences to text for a single speaker. The best word error rate obtained is 43%.
	Creation of a lexicon of about 800 words for the Kiswahili ASR system. These are the only words that can appear in sentences produced by the Kiswahili Dictation system. The method used to construct this lexicon can be reused for construction of bigger le
	Creation of a speech processing front end that analysis an audio signal to produce mel-frequency spectral coefficients (MFCC). The class for perfoming MFCC analysis takes one speech segment at a time and produces the corresponding speech features in an
	Creation of a class to calculate both the levenshtein distance between strings and the word error rate.
	Limitations

	High word error rate 43%. Though most of the sentences produced are intelligible, and some contain no errors at all, some contain too many errors thus driving the word error rate high, thus more work needs to be done to reduce the word error rate
	Low speed. The transcription speed is quite low. This is the reason the vocabulary (number of words in the lexicon had to be kept low). Faster transcription methods need to be used to improve the speed to acceptable rates. A useful transcription system
	Small vocabulary. The vocabulary had to be kept small due to the slow transcription speed. The structure of the lexicon allows the vocabulary to grow to any size.
	Slow training rate
	The training speed for the emission model neural network is too slow. This may call for either a change in the learning element
	Number of speakers
	The system was trained to recognize only the voice of one speaker. There is need to train the system with data obtained from many speakers so that it can perform well when tested with speech from any Kiswahili speaker.
	Conclusion
	The main objective of building a simple Kiswahili dictation system was accomplished. In the process, a lot of the techniques for building ASR systems were learnt.  It is our aim to keep working on this in order to overcome its major shortcomings. In addi
	Further Work

	Creation of a labeled speech corpus for Kiswahili
	Standard speech corpuses are important in ASR research because they can be used for training and testing of the system. It then becomes possible to compare results from different systems using the same data set (Gold and Morgan, 2004). It would thus be
	Use of biphones and|or triphones
	The basic speech unit in this system is the phone. The disadvantage of using of using phones is that they fail to model co-articulation effects. To overcome this, either biphones or triphones can be used. In the  case of biphones, the speech units are ob
	The large number of units can be reduced by takin
	For triphones, all the possible permutations of the phones in the language taking three at a time is used.
	Use of faster transcription algorithm
	For this system, the Viterbi algorithm is used for transcription. Another algorithm that can be used is the A* (A star) algorithm. Since this is a best first search algorithm, it should give a faster transcription speed.
	Increase the size of the vocabulary
	The size of the vocabulary can be made larger once the speed of transcription is improved.
	Comparison of performance of different learning elements
	Other types of learning elements e.g. support vector machines can be used and their performance compared with the performance of a neural network based learning element.
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